Task 2 – Preparation and Support for External Assessor (EA)

- Documentation
- Training days
- Education Committee
- Limited pool assessors
- Funding

- Reason and context for each program
  - One or two issues?
    - Both programs?
  - Communication
    - with each program
- Relation charm to MO
- Inter. charm, coop.
- Provide a MO good example
  - Video
  - Template

- MO communicate with the program and will collaborate to find a solution (community)
- Every programs are equally represented in MO exec.
MO gives EA:
- Guidelines
- Previous reports
- Stakeholder documents
- Mo+EA communication good

Challenges:
- University processes sometimes not supported
- Language (Spanish)
- Explosive, especially community-based groups

Suggestions:
- Network of available EA’s (ITMPT)
- Availability of S&W documents for EA

Challenges:
- Inconsistency to meet deadlines of reporting processes
- Shared understanding of expectations
- Financial implications
- Buy-in from stakeholders
- Role
- Availability/access to pool of EAs